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Across

3. Any type of physical contact such as 

hitting,pushing,slapping etc are considered as?

7. Usually the tallest player and plays near the basket

8. In the very center of mid court line where the center 

toss takes place?

9. When a player from one team gives up possession of 

basketball to the other team

12. usually the shortest player and good at dribbling fast 

and passing

13. a shot made from near the basket usually by playing 

the ball off the backboard

16. How many players they had when they first started 

playing?

21. What kind of shape is the court?

23. Separating both halves of the court

25. What are the borders along the length of the court 

called?

26. Who created the first basketball?

29. Plays in the corner areas of the key

30. Offensive foul committed when a player pushes or runs 

over a defensive player

31. Statistic awarded to a player who retrieves the ball 

after a missed goal

32. When a player takes more than a step and a half 

without dribbling the ball

Down

1. When a player dribbles the ball with his two hands at 

the same time

2. What ball they used for the first time?

4. What is the area of high school court?

5. What is the team with the ball called?

6. what occurs when defensive player legally causes a 

turnover by his positive aggressive actions

10. Who tosses the ball between the teammates before 

the play starts?

11. Name the physical education instructor who invented 

the game of basketball

14. The halves are divided into ______minute quarters

15. What was used instead of a peach basket?

17. What color they used for the ball before ?

18. Illegal personal contact when a defender prevent an 

opponent's drive to basket

19. A shot that misses the rim

20. The ball is ______if the player is fouled while not 

shooting.

22. The ball is moved down the court toward the basket by 

passing or_______

24. Where the ball has to be put from if a player commits 

foul?

27. The propulsion of a ball with repeated taps or kicks

28. When a player dribbles the ball with his hand to far 

under the ball.

Word Bank

rectangular Offense Midcourt line airball nine steal

Blocking Forwards inbound James Naismith Carrying Spalding

Sidelines foul Dribble 84ftlong x50ft wide Metal hoop rebound

dribbling eight Guard Turnover Center circle orange

sideline soccer ball Referee Charging Travelling Center

layup Double dribble


